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Building Economics 1996-11-11 this comprehensively rewritten updated and extended new edition of this established

text focuses on what has become the most important single facet of the quantity surveyor s role cost management

the scope of the book has been broadened to take account of the widening and more sophisticated cost

management and control service that clients now require the book examines the factors influencing building costs

and how the precontract costs can be estimated analysed and controlled to ensure that buildings can be completed

within the agreed budget and timescale and be of acceptable quality function effectively and provide value for money

a new chapter on value management has been added together with an introductory chapter on cost modelling the

chapter on life cycling costing is extended while the sections on energy conservation and occupancy costs are

expanded throughout the text many new case studies with supporting tables and diagrams are included in order to

enhance the value of this book to the student and the practitioner

Building Technology 1995 this textbook describes and examines the basic constructional techniques choice and use

of materials and the statutory requirements for domestic buildings

Churchill on the Home Front, 1900–1955 2013-01-17 the best one volume study of churchill yet available david

cannadine observer magisterial vernon bogdanor new statesman a tour de force a masterly chronicle of churchill as

a domestic figure rather than as the bulldog wartime leader and one of the most subtle portraits of him as a politician

addison revises the view of churchill as uninterested and out of his depth in domestic affairs painting instead a

nuanced picture of a canny parliamentarian churchill changed parties twice but managed to accomplish the change

writes addison with exceptional dexterity making it appear as if he were maintaining his principles while the parties

changed theirs addison s most interesting assertion is that the rise of hitler saved churchill from drifting into right

wing irrelevance most impressively addison doesn t settle for easy classifications admitting that churchill is a man of

whom almost everything that can be said is true in part kirkus review

Building Technology 1995-11-11 describes and examines the constructional techniques choice and use of materials

and the statutory requirements for domestic buildings the text is generously supported by more than 60 pages of

drawings and sketches it is aimed at first and second year students in a wide variety of disciplines

Outdoor Recreation and the Urban Environment 1973-06-18 a comprehensive up to date and illustrated exposition of

building maintenance in all its aspects to serve the needs of building surveyors and other professionals involved in

this activity and building surveying and architectural students it shows the great importance of properly maintaining

buildings and the advisability of providing adequate feedback to the design team all the main building defects are

described and illustrated and the appropriate remedial measures examined alterations and improvements to buildings

and the specifying measurement pricing tendering and contractual procedures are all examined described and

illustrated in addition the planning and financing execution and supervision of maintenance work receive full

consideration
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Building Maintenance 1987-11-20 a long established text that aims to meet the needs of students studying building

measurement in the early years of quantity surveying and building degree courses it contains a careful selection of

28 worked examples embracing all the principal building elements and including alternative constructional methods to

illustrate a range of approaches

Building Quantities Explained 1999-11-11 includes entries for maps and atlases

National Union Catalog 1977 this study charts the process of internal conversion by which the edwardian liberal party

came to favour an advanced social policy

Liberals, Radicals and Social Politics 1892-1914 1973-03-29 includes proceedings of the institute s meetings

The National Union Catalogs, 1963- 1964 containing over 25 000 entries this unique volume will be absolutely

indispensable for all those with an interest in britain in the twentieth century accessibly arranged by theme with

helpful introductions to each chapter a huge range of topics is covered there is a comprehensiveindex

The British National Bibliography 2001 the years of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries aptly described

by mark twain as the gilded age witnessed an unprecedented level of technological change material excess

untrammled pursuit of profit and imperial expansion within this dynamic and often ruthless environment many colorful

characters strode across the world stage among them the great mining tycoons who with the thousands of

prospectors diggers shift bosses timbermen blastmen and muckers in mining enterprise constituted one of the major

spearheads of global capitalistic expansion and colonial exploitation this volume which carries the epic story to the

mid twentieth century provides a truly international perspective on the role of mining entrepreneurs investors and

engineers in shaping the economic and political map of the globe in testing management techniques and in setting a

vogue for extravagant displays of wealth among the world s rich each chapter is loosely focussed on a biographical

account of a particular mining tycoon that allows for broad and comparative accounts to be made about the

individuals their business interests the technologies they employed and the national and international political

considerations under which they operated furthermore this structure also allows for consideration of the effect that

these tycoons had on the countries and territories in which they worked particularly the often long lasting impact on

indigenous populations the environment transport links and economic development by approaching the subject

matter through this stimulating mix of cultural social economic business and colonial history many intriguing and

thought provoking conclusions are reached that will reward any scholars with an interest late nineteenth and early

twentieth century history

The British National Bibliography Cumulated Subject Catalogue 1968 this is the final volume of party politics

following appeal to the people and the growth of parties in it sir ivor jennings analyses the nature of politics by

discussing some of the political ideas such as church and king liberty nationalism imperialism free trade and the

welfare state which were instrumental in shaping the british political system
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Bibliographic Index 1971 this book offers a new interpretation of the rich narratives of arab secularism contending

that secularism as a set of ideas and a social movement is destined to loom large on the political and legal horizon

of most arab states youssef m choueiri provides a study of three moments in the development of secularism in the

arab world the machiavellian the alfierian and the gramscian it is within such a scope that secularism in its

interaction with state building projects women s emancipation and religion is treated as an intellectual current and a

discursive entity embedded in the political process of its diverse societies through the chapters choueiri

demonstrates how secularism occupies a pivotal presence in the religious and political life of the arab world

exploring such interrelated configurations as indigenous contributions diverse reforms and the impact of western

states he concludes that secularism has become a moral prerequisite and a required vehicle in creating the

necessary conditions for the success of democracy in the middle east narratives of arab secularism tackles the

complexity and contemporary ramifications of the subject in a way that no previous single study has been able to it

will be relevant to both students and academics dealing with topics related to the middle east including religion

politics anthropology and history
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Siviele Ingenieur in Suid-Afrika 1967

Nature 1893
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